Ronald F. Avery
1933 Montclair St.
Seguin, Texas 78155
830/372-5534 taphouse@sbcglobal.net
July 27, 2021
Matthew Gutierrez, Ed.D.
Superintendent Seguin ISD
mgutierrez@seguin.k12.tx.us
Cinde Thomas-Jimenez (District 3)
President Seguin ISD Board of Trustees
cthomas-jimenez@seguin.k12.tx.us
Dear Mr. Gutierrez and Mrs. Jimenez
All Covid-19 restrictions that were imposed upon Texas citizens were and remain
unlawful under Article 1 Section 2 of the Texas Constitution. All mandates and
requirements by employers, and government to wear masks, take a test, or take a
"vaccine" are unlawful under the same provision.
All mandates to wear a Covid-19 mask, take a Covid-19 test, and to take a Covid-19
vaccine violate current federal law.1 Further, it has gradually been revealed that the socalled "Covid-19 vaccine" and harmful mandates to coerce submission to them violates
political science, medical science and Christian theological principles as I will illustrate
briefly below.
Concerning Violation of Political Science:
I have a right, in precaution against infection from any disease, to wear a mask, stay
home, close my business, stay 6 feet from people, reopen my business in stages, and take
a vaccine. But I do not have a right to tell or compel my neighbor to do the same.
Therefore, I cannot delegate authority to government to mandate or compel all citizens to
do the same. No one can delegate to another more authority than they hold in themselves.
This law of delegated authority is the source and limitation of all government authority in
Texas as so declared in Art 1 Sec 2 of the Texas Constitution.2 Government authority
cannot be derived from events, pandemics or emergencies but only from each individual
at all times. And the authority of individuals does not increase with such events either. So
government, by necessity, is limited in authority at all times to protecting the rights of
each individual to determine for themselves the right response to all events including
"pandemics."
1

http://lawfulgovernment.com/federal-covid-19-prohibitions.pdf
All political power is inherent in the people, and all free governments are founded on their authority, and
instituted for their benefit. The faith of the people of Texas stands pledged to the preservation of a
republican form of government, and, subject to this limitation only, they have at all times the inalienable
right to alter, reform or abolish their government in such manner as they may think expedient.
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The use of harm to alter public policy or law is terrorism. And when the state uses
harm to alter public policy or law that is properly termed state terrorism. The present law
regarding unlicensed medical products and procedures like all "Covid-19 vaccines, masks
and tests" is that they are completely voluntary and cannot be made mandatory. But
rather than allow people to do what they think is best with "vaccines," the state has
mandated the use of masks and the closure of society, schools, businesses even hospitals
and churches and mandated social distancing which caused many people to lose their
homes, businesses and families. And the state in collusion with the mass media cartel has
insisted that the way back to society is by all submitting to injections of potions. This is
rightly termed state terrorism!
Concerning Violation of Medical Science:
Since the so-called "vaccine" is not designed or produced like a traditional vaccine, It
should be referred to as a concoction or potion until some scientist gives it a more
accurate title. Fraud in finding and reporting actual cases of "Covid-19" has been present
almost from the beginning. Let's pretend the inventor of the PCR test did not say it should
not be used for detection of Covid-19 as it was not created for that purpose nor is it
reliable for such. Regardless, when the "pandemic" was not growing as hoped by the
potion pushers they changed the way in which the numbers of cases of "Covid-19" would
be counted and reported. This counting fraud was discovered by the Collin County
Commissioner's Court in Texas. It developed as follows: When any test was positive they
started requiring the positive test subject to reveal who they had been in contact with over
the last 14 days. Then they would question those people and find out who they had been
in contact with over the last 14 days. And they presumed all to these contacts to have
Covid-19. This produced exponential growth in the number of cases for which the vast
majority did not test at all. The potion pushers also altered the way to fill out death
certificates. If anyone was said to have Covid-19, no matter what other death causing
conditions they had, it was reported as Covid-19. This is fraud and the violation of
medical practice and the scientific process of data collection, processing and reporting.3
The potion does not use a part of, or a weakened virus, or antibodies that have been
produced by another in response to the target virus as traditional vaccines do. It signals
your own cells to produce a spike protein attaching to the cells of your blood vessel walls
which elicits an immune response that sends out antibodies and leukocytes which attack
and eat your own cells that have produced the protein spike which can lead to blood
clotting and death.4 Reported Deaths right after Covid-19 concoctions are as of this
writing at 11,405 in the U.S.5
"Covid-19" has not been put through the three necessary Koch Postulates that: isolate,
duplicate, and link symptoms to an isolated pathogen. This violates strict medical

3

See a full explanation based on the Collin County discovery in the enclosed brochure entitled "Why does
Government Create & Maintain a Fake Covid-19 Pandemic?" http://lawfulgovernment.com/fakepandemic-proof.pdf
4
Professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHoRCfP6urM
5
https://www.openvaers.com/
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scientific principle. Making a potion without knowing what it is to accomplish is
antiscience.6
Research shows that patents had been filed and issued on "novel" corona viruses,
means of their detection and vaccines as early as 2002 and that unlawful gain of function
research was being conducted at the Wuhan laboratory and funded by the United States
departments under the direction of Dr. Fauci. Gain of function includes the making of a
virus only found in animals transmit to humans. The term is a euphemism for
bioweapon.7
The number of deaths in the U.S. reported to the Vaccination Adverse Effects
Reporting System (VAERS) have exceeding 11,000 yet the potions are continuing to be
given and pushed when anywhere between 1 and 6 deaths reported to the same system
would have halted any prior medication or cosmetic program and maybe the research.
This violates medical research and scientific procedure.
The VAERS does not claim there is any relation to the Covid-19 potion and the
adverse effects yet the potion pushers associated Covid-19 to anyone that had a cough in
Texas or that died from any other complication. This is direct biased manipulation of
statistics for the purpose of creating a fake pandemic to try to justify a mandate for all
people to be injected with their potion.
Concerning Violation of Christian Theological Science:
Man is created in the image of God:
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and
female created he them.8
Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed: for in the image of God
made he man.9

The notion that people need a vaccine or any kind of medical tweaking or alteration
before they can enter society indicates that God's design is flawed, insufficient and
dangerous to society but God made man to live perfectly in the world that God also made
for and by his Son Jesus Christ:
12 Giving thanks unto the Father, which hath made us meet to be partakers of the
inheritance of the saints in light: 13 Who hath delivered us from the power of darkness,
and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: 14 In whom we have
redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins: 15 Who is the image of the
invisible God, the firstborn of every creature: 16 For by him were all things created,
that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones,
or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him:
17 And he is before all things, and by him all things consist.10
6

See further explanation of this in the enclosed brochure entitled "No Proof of Covid-19 or Deaths From
It" http://lawfulgovernment.com/covid-disobedience-now.pdf
7
Dr. David Martin's shocking summary of his recent patent research on corona viruses spanning 20 years
and 4000 patents: https://truthcomestolight.com/dr-david-martin-w-dr-reiner-fuellmich-this-my-friends-isthe-definition-of-criminal-conspiracythis-is-not-a-theory-this-is-evidence/
8
Genesis 1:27
9
Genesis 9:6
10
Colossians 1: 12-17
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The requirement for all people to be "vaccinated" before they may participate fully in
society is to make the natural man created in the image of God a threat to society. A
society that would require the image of God to be altered by scientists before they may
participate fully in society is one that should perish from the face of the earth for it is evil.
Natural man created by God through Christ in the image of God and redeemed by Christ
is complete not needing any other thing to live perfectly in the world and in the highest
level of society:
8 Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition
of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ. 9 For in him dwelleth all
the fulness of the Godhead bodily. 10 And ye are complete in him, which is the head
of all principality and power:11

Those that would attempt to alter or manipulate the entire population of mankind
before they are allowed to participate in society are attacking God and the Savior and
Creator of the World. This is a most dangerous thing for those who advocate such a thing
and attempt to force others to submit to it.
It is my intention to resist the efforts of tyrants and state terrorists to prevent the
alteration of the genetic functions of the population before they are permitted to
participate fully in every level of the highest society. I am convinced that the mass media
cartel is trying to condition the population to accept the notion that the state has authority
to make all people get any kind of alteration which will make them safe before they may
enter society. This is demonic tyranny which God will overthrow at his own pleasure
with his little finger. Do not stand with such people and warn your fellow men to avoid
and resist such efforts at all costs so that they do not perish with the wicked in a sudden
unexpected purge. God will protect his image with power from on high that will astonish
and confound the mighty.
The mandate to use a mask is useless against any virus and its real purpose was to
coerce people into submitting to the injection of potions. The closing of schools and
businesses was also for the same coercive painful and harmful purpose. Therefore none
of those things should be instituted any further as they only serve the purpose of the
wicked to coerce the innocent into submission to alter their God ordained image.
Sincerely,
Ronald F. Avery
cc:
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Texas Governor Greg Abbott (by online email form)
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton (by online email form)
Texas State Board of Education
Dist. 5 Rebecca Bell-Metereau rebecca.bellmetereau@tea.texas.gov
Chair Dist. 9 Keven Ellis ellisSBOE@gmail.com
TEA Commissioner of Education Mike Morath commissioner@tea.texas.gov

Colossians 2:8-10
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